We study the problem of automatically extracting information networks formed by recognizable entities as well as relations among them from social media sites. Our approach consists of using state-of-the-art natural language processing tools to identify entities and extract sentences that relate such entities, followed by using text-clustering algorithms to identify the relations within the information network. We propose a new term-weighting scheme that significantly improves on the state-of-the-art in the task of relation extraction, both when used in conjunction with the standard tf · idf scheme and also when used as a pruning filter. We describe an effective method for identifying benchmarks for open information extraction that relies on a curated online database that is comparable to the hand-crafted evaluation datasets in the literature. From this benchmark, we derive a much larger dataset which mimics realistic conditions for the task of open information extraction. We report on extensive experiments on both datasets, which not only shed light on the accuracy levels achieved by state-of-the-art open information extraction tools, but also on how to tune such tools for better results.
INTRODUCTION
The extraction of structured information from text is a long-standing challenge in natural language processing, which has been reinvigorated by the ever-increasing Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from has chosen as his running mate Sarah Palin, PER apparently even didn't bother Googling in the sentences. As with a relationship, the domain of a pair consists of the types of the entities in that pair. The popularity (or support) of an entity pair is defined by the number of sentences connecting the two entities.
Problem definition. We can now define our work more precisely. Given a collection of documents (blog posts in the work described in this article), we extract an information network in a fully unsupervised way. This problem has been termed an open information extraction (OIE) in the literature [Banko et al. 2007 ].
Challenges
Many challenges exist in developing an OIE solution. First, recognizing and disambiguating entities in a multidocument setting remains a difficult task [Jurafsky and Martin 2009] . Second, the unsupervised nature of the problem means that we have to identify all relations from the text only. This is done by identifying so-called relational terms in the sentences connecting pairs of entities. Relational terms are words (usually one or two) that describe a relation between entities (for instance, terms like "running mate," "opponent," "governor of " are relational terms, while "fundraising" and "Googling" are not). Finally, another massive challenge is that of evaluating the resulting relations extracted by the OIE system: as discussed further below, the stateof-the-art in the literature relies on small-scale benchmarks and/or manual evaluation. However, neither approach applies to the domain we address (blogs).
It is worth mentioning that, besides the technical challenges mentioned above, there are other practical issues that must be overcome if we want to deploy any OIE system in the blogosphere. For instance, often, bloggers copy text from each other, leaving a high number of duplicate content. This, in turn, introduces considerable bias in the final network extracted by the system. One common solution is to work on distinct sentences. Also, most algorithms involved in OIE are computationally intensive, and considerable engineering is required to arrive at practical systems.
Outline and Contributions
Our OIE solution, SONEX (SOcial Network EXtractor), works as follows. First, we use a state-of-the-art named entity recognition (NER) to extract all entities mentioned in the document collection. Next, we extract all sentences from the text that mention two entities, and from those, extract all entity pairs. Then, we use a clustering algorithm to group similar pairs together. Finally, we find a representative term (usually one or two words) from each cluster and assign it as the relation label. SONEX is completely self-contained, not relying on any external knowledge base, which makes it suited for dynamic environments.
We deployed SONEX on the ICWSM 2009 Spinn3r corpus [Burton et al. 2009 ], focusing on posts in English (25 million out of 44 million in total), collected between August 1st, October 1st, 2008 . The total size of the corpus is 142 GB (uncompressed). It spans a number of big news events (e.g., 2008 Olympics, US presidential election, the beginning of the financial crisis), as well as everything else we might expect to find in blog posts. SONEX runs in a distributed fashion, lending itself as a highly scalable solution: using 10 commodity desktop PCs, we were able to extract entity pairs from 10 million blog posts per day.
SONEX builds on state-of-the-art text-clustering methods to group the entity pairs into (un-labeled) relations. We tested various algorithms, using different textual features for the context for the entity pairs. We observed that the customary tf ·idf weighting scheme (which is used in the state-of-the-art) is often suboptimal in the task of relation extraction, as it does not take into account the context in which a relation is defined. Thus, we use a novel weighting scheme that combines tf · idf with what we call the domain frequency (df ), which exploits semantic information about the relations being extracted. We show that our new weighting scheme outperforms the state-of-theart.
As for the evaluation of our system, we developed a method that exploits a curated database (Freebase in this work) to generate a benchmark that is specific to the Spinn3r corpus, suitable to evaluate the output of SONEX. Our resulting benchmark is comparable in size to the best hand-crafted ones described in the literature, but is (of course) restricted to the entity pairs that appear in the intersection of the curated database and the Spinn3r corpus. We complement this fully unsupervised evaluation with a manual evaluation that considers several thousands possible pairs, to assess the performance of SONEX on a more realistic scenario.
In summary, our contributions are as follows.
-We present the first large-scale study on using a text-clustering-based approach to OIE on the blogosphere, indicating promising results. -We introduce a novel weighting scheme that outperforms the classical tf ·idf in the task of relation extraction. -We develop a fully automated and rigorous method for testing the accuracy of a relation-extraction system, tailored to a specific corpus.
RELATED WORK

Social Networks of the Blogosphere
The blogosphere has attracted many researchers who study social networks, as many of the social relationships between blog authors (bloggers) are explicitly stated in the form of links. For example, Marlow used links between blogs to construct the social networks of the blogosphere, and then employed social network analysis to describe the aggregate effects of status by means of popularity and influence [Marlow 2004] . In this work, we do not attempt to extract or analyze the social structure of blog authors; instead, we extract the information networks from the actual blog data. In particular, we aim at extracting relations between named entities cited in blog posts. Methods for this problem, known as relation extraction, follow one of the following paradigms: targeted and open information extraction. We discuss them in the following sections.
Targeted Information Extraction
Methods in this paradigm learn to extract a single predefined and domain-specific relation. Two approaches are prominent: bootstrapping and supervised learning. Bootstrapping methods use sample instances of a relation as input to successively extract more instances [Brin 1998; Agichtein and Gravano 2000] . On the other hand, methods using supervised learning exploit linguistic and statistical features defined a priori [Kambhatla 2004; GuoDong et al. 2005; Fisher et al. 1995; Craven et al. 2000; Rosario and Hearst 2004] , and kernels methods [Zelenko et al. 2003; Bunescu and Mooney 2005; Culotta and Sorensen 2004] . Since the effort to provide training is linear to the number of relations, these methods are not designed to tackle massive corpora containing a large number of unknown relations [Banko et al. 2007 ]. In the next section, we discuss a paradigm that extracts relations without requiring any relation-specific training.
Open Information Extraction
The large-scale extraction of unanticipated relations has been termed as open information extraction (OIE) [Banko et al. 2007] . Since the relations are not known in advance, OIE also requires automatically assigning labels to each discovered relation. Recent systems addressing this problem can be divided into three main approaches:
bootstrapping, self-supervised, and unsupervised. Recent bootstrapping approaches include the StatSnowBall system that employs a general framework that iteratively extracts relational patterns based on initial seed, and weights patterns every iteration using l-normalization to extract only good patterns [Zhu et al. 2009 ]. Their main experiments on a private Web dataset were focused on two relation types, Husband and Wife. Bunescu and Mooney used a search engine to construct a large training set for a classifier, starting only with a small set of training data. Two data sets created by the authors were used for evaluation with two relation types, corporate acquisition, and person birth place [Bunescu and Mooney 2007] . The inspiring TextRunner [Banko et al. 2007] work is the first self-supervised approach for OIE on a Web scale. For each pair of noun phrases that is not filtered based on several constraints, TextRunner applies a self-supervised learner to train a naive-Bayes classifier. The learner is called self-supervised because it produces its own positive and negative examples of how relations are expressed in English. The learner applies a full syntactic parser on a number of sentences and constructs a dependency tree of each sentence; constructing a dependency tree is expensive and not practical in large datasets, which is the reason why TextRunner uses it only on a subset. TextRunner was evaluated on 10 relation types to compare it to a targeted system such as KnowItAll [Etzioni et al. 2004] . The authors also applied small manual evaluations and estimation techniques to evaluate the actual performance of the system on the entire relation set it extracted from the Web. Later on, TextRunner's extractor was improved by using conditional random fields [Banko and Etzioni 2008] . Other selfsupervised works include WOE [Wu and Weld 2010] that utilized heuristic matches between Wikipedia Infobox attribute values and corresponding sentences to construct training data; they used three corpora for their experiments, WSJ from Penn Treebank, Wikipedia, and the general Web; however, for each data set only 300 sentences were used for evaluation. Mintz et al. also extracted relations from Wikipedia; they applied a distant supervision approach using Freebase as a distant source for automatic supervision, avoiding the domain dependence and small-scale of existing datasets that are used in supervised approaches [Mintz et al. 2009] . A recent rule-based system is ReVerb [Fader et al. 2011] . Reverb identifies candidate relations in a sentence by using a regular expression over part-of-speech tags. A confidence score for each candidate relation is then computed by a logistic regression method. Candidates with scores below a threshold are discarded. ReVerb has been shown to outperform both TextRunner and WOE in a manual evaluation over 500 sentences [Fader et al. 2011] . We perform a comparative experiment between SONEX and ReVerb, which shows that SONEX achieves much higher recall than ReVerb on our dataset.
Fully unsupervised OIE systems (such as ours) are mainly based on clustering of entity pairs context to produce relations, as introduced by Hasegawa et al. [2004] . Hasegawa et al. used single words (unigrams) to build the context vectors and applied hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) with complete linkage since it produced better results than single and average linkage. Their evaluation was based on a 1995 New York Times corpus; they analyzed the data set manually and identified relations for two different domains: 177 distinct PER-LOC pairs and 65 distinct ORG-ORG pairs. The two sets were manually classified into 38 and 10 distinct relations, respectively. No labeling evaluation was applied. Zhang et al. used parse trees of the context to allow pairs to appear in more than one cluster [Zhang et al. 2005] . They assigned labels to clusters based on the most frequent head word (as defined by a deep linguistic parser) in a cluster. To reduce noise in the feature space-a common problem with text mining-known feature selection and ranking methods for clustering were applied [Chen et al. 2005; Rosenfeld and Feldman 2007] . Both works used the K-means clustering algorithm with the stability-based criterion to automatically estimate the number of clusters. Rosenfeld and Feldman reported that the HAC with single linkage outperformed both K-means and the other variants of HAC [Rosenfeld and Feldman 2007] . In contrast, in this work we report that both complete and average linkage outperformed single linkage. We believe that the different outcome is a result of different datasets (size, relations, domains) and evaluation process. Finally, Shinyama and Sekine first clustered the document collection into similar topics and then identified relations between entities within each cluster [Shinyama and Sekine 2006] . SONEX extends these works by clustering entity pairs extracted from the blogosphere using a novel weighting scheme. As far as we know, this is the first work to address the problem of relation extraction in this environment.
Evaluation
The current practice for evaluating accuracy of relation extraction systems resorts to using gold standard relations from the automatic content extraction (ACE) 2 or by clustering a small number of entity pairs manually as in Hasegawa et al. [2004] and [Rosenfeld and Feldman 2007; Bunescu and Mooney 2007] . The ACE RDC 2003 and benchmarks [Doddington et al. 2004 ] are private corpora composed by news articles; hence they are not suitable for evaluating relations extracted from the blogosphere. Blog posts are usually written for a more restricted audience; documents as such contain different writing characteristics than formal news articles written for a large audience [Minkov and Wang 2005] . On the other hand, it is hard to conduct an unbiased evaluation by choosing and clustering pairs manually. Furthermore, it is difficult to compare results from different works. One of our contributions are automatic methods for evaluating both the clustering and labeling processes.
Our evaluation method uses an external data source as ground truth for evaluating OIE systems. External data sources have been used in evaluation methods for traditional systems [Agichtein and Gravano 2000; Mintz et al. 2009 ]. However, these methods do not apply to OIE systems, since there is no trivial equivalence between the relations extracted by an OIE system and relations from a data source. Earlier evaluation methods for OIE systems are all based on a human-produced ground truth [Banko et al. 2007; Hasegawa et al. 2004; Fader et al. 2011] . Our evaluation (20 relations, 395 pairs with 45710 instances) has a comparable number of relations and pairs as those used in Hasegawa et al. (48 relations, 242 pairs) .
EXTRACTING ENTITY PAIRS
The first step in SONEX is processing the blog posts in the corpus to obtain annotated sentences in which named entities are mentioned. From these sentences, we construct the entity pairs which are then clustered during the relation identification (discussed in the next section). Figure 2 illustrates the workflow for extracting the annotated sentences from the blog posts. The process starts with the identification of sentence boundaries (using LingPipe, 3 ) followed by a conversion of each sentence into plain (ASCII) text for easier manipulation. (In the process, HTML tags and entities referring to special characters and punctuation marks are dealt with); this is accomplished with Fig. 3 . SONEX architecture. The Server sends blog posts to entity extractors, which parse the posts and sends them back to the server to be saved in a database. The relation extractor takes parsed posts from the database and identifies relations between entities.
the Apache Commons library 4 and Unicode characters are converted into ASCII using the LVG component of the SPECIALIST library.
5 ) The second step consists of identifying entities in each sentence and assigning their types. For this, we use the LBJ Tagger, 6 a state-of-the-art named entity recognition (NER) system [Ratinov and Roth 2009] . LBJ relies on the so-called BILOU scheme: the classifiers are trained to recognize the beginning, the inside, the outside and the last tokens of multitoken entities as well as single token (unit-length) entities. It has been shown that this approach outperforms the more widely used BIO scheme [Ratinov and Roth 2009] , which recognizes the beginning, the inside and the outside of an entity name only. LBJ assigns one of four types (PER, ORG, LOC, or MISC) to each entity it identifies.
The final step is to identify names that refer to the same real-world entity. This is accomplished using a coreference resolution tool to group these names together. In this work, we used Orthomatcher from the GATE framework, 7 which has been shown experimentally to yield very high precision (0.96) and recall (0.93) on news stories [Bontcheva et al. 2002] . Observe that the coreference resolution is performed for entities within a blog post only.
Architecture
SONEX comprises three independent modules (Figure 3 ): server, entity extractor, and relation extractor. The server and the entity extractor implement the workflow in Figure 2 , as follows. The server fires multiple threads for reading blog posts from the corpus, sending such posts to one entity extractor process, and collecting the results from all entity extractors, storing them in a local database of annotated sentences. Each entity extractor fires a number of threads to process the blog posts from the post queue (we usually set the number of threads to match the number of cores in the host machine). Each thread performs the entire workflow of Figure 2 eventually sent back to the server. In our current implementation, we use Berkeley DB 8 as the back-end engine for storing the annotated sentences.
Postprocessing
Once all sentences are extracted and annotated with entities, we perform a cleaning on the sentences. We found that 20% (around 10 million) of the sentences containing entity pairs were duplicates. We remove exact duplicate sentences using a simple string hashing algorithm based on MD5 [Rivest 1992 ]. Figure 4 illustrates the process of relation identification per se, which is done once all annotated sentences are extracted from the corpus. The first step is to build the entity pairs (recall Section 1.1) from the repository of extracted sentences. To accomplish this, we implemented a filtering step that allows us to choose which sentences to be considered for the analysis. For the experiments reported in this article, we used two filtering criteria: (1) the number of words separating the entities in the sentence, which we fix to no longer than 5, as suggested by previous work [Hasegawa et al. 2004] ; and (2) the support for the entity pair, defined as the number of sentences that contain the entity pair, which we vary in different experiments, as discussed later. Once the sentences are filtered, building the entity pairs consists of extracting the textual features used for clustering, as discussed below.
EXTRACTING RELATIONS
Representing Entity Pairs
Following Hasegawa et al. [2004] , we use the vector space model (VSM) to represent the context of the entity pairs. That is, we collect the intervening features between a pair of entities for each co-occurrence in the entire dataset, constructing the context vector of the pair. Every pair is represented by a single vector. Our ultimate goal is to cluster entity pairs that belong to the same relation. Regardless of the clustering algorithm in use, the feature space plays an essential role. SONEX can currently use any of the the following features.
-Unigrams. The basic feature space containing all stemmed [Allan 1998 ] single words in the context of a entity pair, excluding stop words. -Bigrams. Many relations may be better described by more than one word (e.g., vice president). For this reason, we include word bigrams, that is, two words that appear in sequence.
-Part of Speech Patterns (POS). Banko and Etzioni claim that many binary relations
in English are expressed using a compact set of relation-independent linguistics patterns [Banko and Etzioni 2008] . We assume that a context sentence contains one relation at most. Hence, using the Stanford POS Tagger [Toutanova et al. 2003 ], we extract one of the predefined part of speech patterns listed in Table II from sentences. If a context sentence contains more than one pattern, only the highest ranked one is extracted. We ranked the patterns according to their frequency on sentences as estimated by previous work [Banko and Etzioni 2008] . In building the vectors, we remove all stop words. We consider a feature to be a stop word only if all of its terms appear in the stop words list (e.g., "capital of " is not removed since it contains one term that is not a stop word).
Clustering Entity Pairs
We use hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) to cluster the entity pairs. HAC is a good option for our task since it does not require the number of clusters in advance. Also, it is used by Hasegawa et al. [2004] , and for our task was reported to outperform K-means [Zhang et al. 2005; Rosenfeld and Feldman 2007] . The HAC algorithm starts by placing each entity pair in a distinct cluster and produces a hierarchy of clusters by successively merging clusters with the highest similarity. In our experiments, we cut this hierarchy at a predetermined level of similarity by defining a clustering threshold. For example, if the clustering threshold is 0.5, we stop the clustering process when the highest similarity between two clusters is below or equal to 0.5. To measure the similarity between two clusters, we compared the single, complete, and average link approaches. Single link considers only the similarity between the closest two entity pairs from distinct clusters, while a complete link considers the furthest ones. The average link considers the average similarity between all entity pairs from distinct clusters [Maimon and Rokach 2005; Grossman and Frieder 2004] .
Extracting Relation Names
The last phase is to label every cluster with a descriptive name. Following the state-ofthe-art in this area [Treeratpituk and Callan 2006; Glover et al. 2002] , SONEX uses information from the cluster itself to extract candidate labels, as follows.
-Centroid. The centroid of each cluster (arithmetic mean for each dimension over all the points in the cluster) is computed, and then the feature with the largest mean value is selected as the cluster's label. -Standard Deviation (SDEV). A disadvantage of the centroid method is that the mean can be too biased towards one pair. To mitigate this problem, we propose to penalize terms with a large standard deviation among the cluster's pairs. In this method, the feature to be selected as the label is the one that maximizes the value of the mean divided by its standard deviation among all the pairs within a cluster.
WEIGHTING SCHEMES USED IN SONEX
As discussed earlier, the contexts of entity pairs are represented using the vector space model. The state-of-the-art in text clustering assigns weights to the terms according to the standard tf ·idf scheme. More precisely, for each term t in the context of an entity pair, tf is the frequency of the term in the context, while
where |D| is the total number of entity pairs, and |d : t ∈ d| is the number of entity pairs containing term t. The standard cosine similarity is used to compute the similarity between context vectors during clustering. Intuitively, the justification for using idf is that a term appearing in many documents (i.e., many contexts in our setting) would not be a good discriminator [Robertson 2004] , and thus should weigh proportionally less than other, more rare terms. For the task of relation extraction, however, we are interested specifically in terms that describe relations. Note that in our settings a document is a context vector of one entity pair, which means that the fewer pairs a term appears in, the higher idf score it would have. Consequently, it is not necessarily the case that terms that are associated with high idf weights would be good relation discriminators. On the other hand, popular relational terms that apply to many entity pairs would have relatively lower idf weights. To overcome this limitation, we use a new weight that accounts for the relative discriminative power of a term within a given relation domain, as discussed next.
The Domain Frequency
It is natural to expect that the relations extracted in SONEX are strongly correlated with a given context. For instance, marriage is a relation between two persons, and thus belongs to the domain PER-PER. We exploit this observation to boost the weight of relational terms associated with marriage (e.g., "wife," "spouse," etc.) in those clusters where the domain is also PER-PER. We do it by computing a domain frequency (df ) score for every term. The more dominant a term in a given domain compared to other domains, the higher its df score would be.
We start with a motivating example before diving into the details about how we compute domain frequency. We initially built SONEX with the traditional tf ·idf and were unsatisfied with the results. Consequently, we examined the data to find a better way to score terms and filter noise. For example, we noticed that the pair Youtube[ORG] -Google[ORG] (associated with the "Acquired by" relation) was not clustered correctly. In Table III we listed all the Unigram features we extracted for the pair from the entire collection sorted by their domain frequency score for ORG-ORG (recall that these are the intervening features between the pair for each co-occurrence in the entire dataset). For clarity, the terms were not stemmed.
Clearly, most terms are irrelevant, which make it difficult to cluster the pair correctly. We listed in bold all terms that we think are useful. Besides "belongs," all these terms have high domain frequency scores. However, most of these terms do not have high idf scores. Term frequencies within a pair are also not helpful in many cases since many pairs are mentioned only a few times in the text. Next, we define the domain frequency score.
Definition. Let P be the set of entity pairs, let T be the set of all entity types, and let D = T × T be the set of all possible relation domains. The domain frequency (df ) of a term t, appearing in the context of some entity pair in P, in a given relation domain i ∈ D, denoted df i (t), is defined as
where f i (t) is the frequency with which term t appears in the context of entity pairs of domain i ∈ D, and n is the number of domains in D.
Specificity of the df . Unlike the idf score, which is a global measure of the discriminating power of a term, the df score is domain-specific. Thus, intuitively, the df score would favor specific relational terms (e.g., "wife," which is specific to personal relations) as opposed to generic ones (e.g., "member of " which applies to several domains). To validate this hypothesis, we computed the df scores of several relational terms found in the clusters produced by SONEX on the main Spinn3r corpus (details in the next section). Figure 5 shows the relative df scores of eight relational terms (mayor, wife, CEO, acquire, capital, headquarters, coach, and author) which illustrate well the strengths of the df score. We can see that for the majority of terms (Figure 5(a)-(f) ), there is a single domain for which the term has a clearly dominant df score: LOC-PER for mayor, PER-PER for wife, ORG-PER for CEO, and so on.
Dependency on NER Types. Looking again at Figure 5 , there are two cases in which the df score does not seem to discriminate a reasonable domain. For coach, the dominant domain is LOC-PER, which can be explained by the common use of the city (or state) name as a proxy for a team as in the sentence "Syracuse football coach Greg Robinson". Note, however, that the problem in this case is the difficulty for the NER to determine that "Syracuse" refers to the university. These are some examples of correctly identified pairs in the coach relation, but in which the NER types are misleading: 
(a) mayor. 
(e) capital. 
(h) author. 
Using the df Score
We use df score for two purposes in our work. First, for clustering, we compute the weights of the terms inside all vectors using the product tf · idf · df . Second, we also use the df score as a filtering tool by removing terms from vectors whenever their df scores lower than a threshold. Going back to the Youtube[ORG] -Google [ORG] example in Table III , we can see that minimum df filtering helps with removing many noisy terms. We also use maximum IDF filtering, which helps with removing terms that have high df scores only because they are rare and appear only within one domain (e.g., "ubiquitious" (misspelled in source) and "uploader" in this example).
As we shall see in the experimental evaluation, even in the presence of incorrect type assignments made by the NER tool, the use of df scores improves the accuracy of SONEX. It is also worth mentioning that computing the df scores can be done fairly efficiently, and as soon as all entity pairs are extracted.
SETUP OF EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Evaluating OIE systems is a difficult problem, especially at the scale with which we employ SONEX, namely, the blogosphere. To the best of our knowledge, no public benchmark exists for the task of information extraction from informal text, such as those often found in social media sites. Furthermore, existing relation extraction benchmarks, such as ACE RDC 2003 and 2004 (recall Section 2) , are built from news corpora, whose texts are produced and revised by professional writers and journalists, and, clearly, do not represent the challenges of the task on blogs. Given the lack of benchmarks, the current evaluation approaches rely on manual evaluations (e.g., [Hasegawa et al. 2004; Rosenfeld and Feldman 2007] ), whose main limitation is that they do not scale. In fact, it is not even clear whether a manual evaluation through crowd-sourcing (e.g., using Mechanical Turk) would be feasible given that OIE systems, such as SONEX, extract hundreds of thousands of relationships from millions of blog posts.
A different approach to evaluating an information extraction system is to rely on an existing database of facts as the ground truth [Jurafsky and Martin 2009] . This approach, often employed in constrained information extraction settings usually focusing on a specific domain, has the main advantage that it allows for an automatic (and objective) evaluation. However, one disadvantage of this approach is that precision and recall must always be evaluated against the facts that lie in the intersection between the corpus and the reference database.
Our Approach. We combine the two methods above in our work. We build a reference dataset for automatic evaluation by automatically matching entity pairs in our clustering task against a publicly available curated database. We call the resulting dataset INTER (for intersection) in the remainder of the article. From INTER, we derive a clean ground truth against which we verify by hand. We build a larger dataset by adding approximately 30,000 entity pairs from our original set into INTER, to study the accuracy of our system in a more realistic scenario. We call this second database, NOISY.
The 30,000 entity pairs in NOISY represent approximately 30% of the total number of extracted entity pairs. We initially created five different samples representing 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of all extracted entity pairs. We got significantly more features with 30% than with 10% and 20%, but only a few more with 40% and 50%. In addition, we observed that the results for 40% and 50% are similar to those for 30%. Hence, our NOISY dataset is likely to be a representative sample of all entity pairs while requiring significantly less processing time.
We evaluate SONEX by reporting precision, recall, and f-measure numbers for our system running on INTER and NOISY against the ground truth, in a variety of settings. We also report the manual evaluation (conducted by volunteers) of samples of the relationships identified by SONEX, but which are outside of the ground truth. Finally, we report the semantic similarity between the labels identified by SONEX and those in the ground truth.
Building the Ground Truth
We build the ground truth by automatically matching the entity pairs in our task against a publicly-available, curated database. For the results reported, we used Freebase, 9 a collaborative online database maintained by an active community of users. At the time of writing, Freebase contained over 12 million interconnected topics, most of which correspond to entities in our terminology. Entities in Freebase are connected through properties, which correspond to relationships. For example, "Microsoft" is connected to "Bill Gates" through the property "founders".
Choosing Relations for the Ground Truth. To identify which relations were described by the Spinn3r dataset, we picked three samples of 1,000 entity pairs each. The first sample contains pairs whose support is greater than 300 sentences; the second contains pairs whose support is between 100 and 300 sentences, while the third sample contains pairs whose support is between 10 and 100 sentences. We matched 10 every entity in this sample against the topics in Freebase. Our ground truth then consists of those pairs of topics from Freebase that match entities in our sample and are connected both in Freebase (through a property) and in our sample (by forming an entity pair). We clean the resulting set of entity pairs by standardizing the NER types for all entities that are automatically extracted, hence having all relations homogenous as a result. Table IV shows the relations in our ground truth and their respective domains and cardinalities.
Discussion
As outlined above, we test SONEX on two datasets: INTER, which consists of the pairs in the intersection between Freebase and entity pairs extracted from the Spinn3r corpus, and NOISY, which consists of INTER augmented with approximately 30,000 more entity pairs derived from Spinn3r.
The INTER dataset poses, in many ways, similar challenges to those used in the stateof-the-art in OIE for evaluation purposes. Two significant differences are that INTER contains many more relations than in other work that relies on manual evaluation (e.g., Hasegawa et al. [2004] use only two relations), and that INTER contains many entity pairs whose support is lower than the minimum support used in previous work. Both Hasegawa et al. [2004] and Rosenfeld and Feldman [2007] set the minimum support for clustering at 30 sentences, with the justification that this yields better results. (We confirm this observation experimentally in Section 7.4). Instead of 30, we set the minimum support for entity pairs in INTER at 10 sentences. Table V shows a cumulative distribution of the number of pairs for various levels of support in INTER. While INTER reproduces the experimental conditions as in a manual evaluation, it is hardly a representative of the realistic conditions that would be faced by any practical OIE system designed for the blogosphere. We design NOISY with the intent of testing SONEX on a more challenging scenario, by adding thousands of entity pairs that make the clustering task much harder, serving, in a sense, as "noise". Others have used the same approach, but at a much smaller scale: Rosenfeld and Feldman [2007] added 800 "noise" pairs into a ground truth of 200 pairs, while we add approximately 30,000 entity pairs into a ground truth of 395 pairs.
It is important to note that by this ground truth we built, we do not attempt to evaluate the absolute true recall/precision. The problem with a true precision/recall evaluation is this: we can only find the intersection of what the system produces and what is in the reference database (Freebase in our case), but this does not give true precision (as there are many correct extractions that are not in Freebase), nor true recall (as there are facts in the database which are not in the corpus, and hence could never be extracted in the first place). For recall, the problem is particularly worse because it does not matter how much of Freebase is extracted by the system, what really matters is how much of Freebase is actually in the corpus. To find that out, however, we need a perfect extraction system, as one cannot build a gold-standard manually on 25M blog posts. We are confident in saying that if we did build such a true recall evaluation set from Freebase, the recall of the output of any Open IE system on Spinn3r would be extremely low, as the Spinn3r data were crawled during a two-month period.
Metrics
We measure the similarity between the relations extracted by SONEX and the relations defined in our ground truth, using precision, recall, and their harmonic mean, the f(1)-measure [Manning et al. 2008] . When evaluating clusters, high precision is achieved when most pairs that are clustered together by the OIE system do indeed belong to the same relation in the ground truth. Conversely, high recall occurs when most of the pairs that belong to the same relation in the ground truth are clustered together. As customary, we interpret the f-measure as a proxy for "accuracy" in our discussion.
More precisely, we define two sets S, F containing pairs of entity pairs that belong to the same relation in the output of SONEX and in the ground truth, respectively: S = {( p, q) | p = q, and p and q are clustered together by SONEX} F = {( p, q) | p = q, and p and q belong to the same relation in the ground truth} With these, we define precision = |S ∩ F| |S| , recall = |S ∩ F| |F| , and f-measure = 2 · P · R P + R .
RESULTS ON THE INTER DATASET
We now report the results on INTER. The first experiment we performed concerned identifying the best settings of the clustering algorithm, as well as the best textual features for clustering. The second experiment studied the impact of pruning terms from the contexts according to their weights (using idf and df scores).
Terminology. For clarity, we will refer to the clustering threshold (recall Section 4.2) as τ in the sequel.
Comparison of Clustering Methods
Figure 6(a) shows the quality of the clusters produced by three different clustering approaches: single, complete, and average link for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 0.5 (we omit results for τ > 0.5, as the accuracy consistently decreased for all methods in this scenario). In these tests, we use unigrams to build the vectors, and tf ·idf as the weighting scheme. The Cosine similarity is used throughout all the experiments.
The behavior of the single link approach is as follows. For 0 ≤ τ ≤ 0.2, this approach yields few relations but with many pairs in them, resulting in high recall but low precision. When τ ≈ 0.3, we observed a large improvement in precision at the expense of recall, yielding the best f-measure for this method. However, for τ > 0.3, the decrease in recall is more significant than the increase in precision; consequently, the f-measure value drops.
The behavior of both the average and complete link is much easier to characterize. Complete link yields fairly high precision at the expense of recall even for very small values of τ ; further, recall drops consistently as τ increases, without any noticeable increase in precision. Average link truly serves as a compromise between the two other methods. As with single link, we observed precision increasing with τ grows, but the best f-score is achieved with a much smaller threshold (τ ≈ 0.01). We also noticed a drop in recall as τ grows for average link; however, this drop is not nearly as severe as with the complete link. Figure 6 (b) sheds more light on how each method trades precision and recall. The graph shows the maximum precision for different levels of recall (ranging from 0 to 1 in 0.1 intervals). We observe that all three methods present high precision for recall below 0.45. For single link, the precision quickly decreases for recall values approaching 0.5, while complete and average link still maintain high precision for these recall values. However, average link is able to maintain better recall for higher precision levels than complete link. Recall that values above 0.9 are only achieved when all pairs are grouped into a few big clusters, which leads to poor precision values below 0.2; this is common to all methods. Table VI shows the best results of each method in our first experiment. Overall, the highest accuracy of all methods is achieved by average link (0.81), outperforming both complete link (0.75) and single link (0.61). For this reason, we used average link as the clustering method for all other experiments we conducted. It is worth mentioning that while we show only the results obtained with unigrams as the clustering feature, we observed the same behavior with the other features as well. Figure 7 shows the performance of the different features implemented by SONEX (recall Section 4.1) when using the standard tf · idf weighting scheme compared to tf ·idf ·df .
Comparison of Clustering Features
Several observations are possible from this graph. First, all features performed well, except for bigrams alone. Second, the combination unigrams+bigrams performs the best overall, both when tf ·idf alone is used (f-score of 0.82), as well as when df is also used (f-score of 0.87). The part of speech (POS) feature is slightly outperformed by the combination unigrams+bigrams (which, as a matter of fact, subsumed the POS features in our tests). Finally, the use of df increases the f-measure with all features, sometimes substantially (the highest increase was close to 12% in the case of unigrams). A closer analysis on the impact of the df score revealed that it helps most in cases when a given pair's context vector includes proportionally more nonrelational terms with high idf as opposed to actual relational terms, thus confirming our intuition for the usefulness of this weight. In general, the majority of mis-clustered pairs were those whose contexts contained little useful information about their relationship. For example, the most useful text connecting the pair ( AARP, ORG , Washington, LOC ), belonging to the headquarters relation in the ground truth, were "convention in," "gathering this morning in," "poverty event in," and "conference in". Worse still, some entity pairs do not have any context once we remove stop words. Finally, one reason for the poor results produced by using bigrams in isolation is low recall, caused by its inability to extract relations from entity pairs with only one word among them (e.g., " Delaware, LOC senator Joe Biden, PER ").
It is interesting that the POS feature performed lower than Unigram+Bigrams. The results show that while the best run obtained high precision (0.92), its recall value is significantly lower than the best results achieved by the Unigram+Bigrams feature (0.64 Vs. 0.80). Low recall is expected in rule-based systems. Consider for example the sentence:
"Carmen Electra and ex Dave Navarro were. . . ", which the Stanford POS tagged as: "Carmen/NNP Electra/NNP and/CC ex/FW Dave/NNP Navarro/NNP were/VBD".
The term "ex" is important for this pair, but the tagger tags it as a foreign word and we cannot extract it using our POS patterns. If we could train the Stanford tagger on large annotated Web text, we maybe could have improved its accuracy on the Spinn3r collection. However, even then, there are other issues such as sparsity and variability of the relations. For example, we extracted the pair (Eamon Sullivan[PER], Australia[LOC]) from Freebase. This pair belongs to the " Athlete Representing" relation (Olym. athlete Country). This is a difficult relation since many pairs do not include the explicit relation such as " PER representing LOC". Consider for example: "Eamon Sullivan takes silver for Australia", Since the best features were unigrams in isolation and the combination unigrams+bigrams, we only use them in our last experiment with INTER.
Effectiveness of Pruning by Weight
Now, we show the effect of pruning terms from the contexts of entity pairs according to their idf and df scores. We use a maximum idf threshold to filter out terms that appear in the context of too few entity pairs. Conversely, we use a minimum df threshold to prune terms within a given context only (in other words, a term with low df score on a given domain may still be used in the context of another entity pair, from a different domain). We experimented with each filter in isolation, and found empirically that the best results were achieved when the maximum idf threshold was set to 5, and the minimum df threshold was set to 0.4.
Figures 8(a) shows the effects of each pruning criterion in isolation, and in combination for when using unigrams only. A similar plot for unigrams+bigrams is shown in Figure 8(b) . A general trend is clear in the two scenarios: both pruning methods improve accuracy in a wide range of values for τ . The best f-score (0.89 for unigrams, and 0.90 for unigrams+bigrams) is achieved when both pruning strategies are used. Table VII shows the best overall results on INTER we achieved.
One important issue to consider is that aggressive pruning can have a negative effect on recall. Figure 9 shows the best version of the system with Vs. without feature pruning (refer to Figure 8 (b) "uni+bigrams + both" vs. "uni+bigrams"). There is a negative effect on recall in threshold zero (pruning makes a few extra pairs "empty" of context), but we can see that recall drops faster without pruning. Interestingly, we see that pruning can also have a positive effect on recall; not only precision. The main reason is that noisy features increase the number of candidate clusters a pair can be merged with, which makes low precision clusters, but also increases the number of clusters that contain a specific relation; this has a negative effect on recall, as recall is maximized when all the pairs belonging to a specific relation are in the same cluster.
Effectiveness of Pruning by Support
We also assessed the impact of pruning pairs by their support for the accuracy of the results, motivated by the fact that, in a sense, the support of a pair (i.e., the number of sentences for that pair) can be used as crude measure of "popularity" for that pair. We partitioned our evaluation pairs into three groups, according to their support: -high, with support greater than 39 sentences; -medium, with support between 18 and 39 sentences; and -low, with support less than 18 sentences. This partition yields three roughly equisized subsets: high has 133 pairs, medium has 132 pairs, and low has 130 pairs. Figure 10 shows the accuracy levels for the different partitions in INTER. (To facilitate the reading of the results, accuracy, in this experiment, is measured relative to the pairs in the given partition.) The graph shows a direct correlation between support and accuracy. This is expected, since the higher the support, the higher the number of terms in the contexts (which, in turn, allows for better clustering). There is a marked difference in accuracy levels when contrasting low-support with medium-support, and medium-support with high-support, indicating that the relationship between support and accuracy is not linear.
Pruning by In-Degree
Another interesting feature to look at in blogs, which is part of the metadata of the Spinn3r collection and related to the previous experiment on support, is the effect of the number of in-coming links on performance. Figure 11(a) shows the in-degree distribution of the sites in the Spinn3r collection. We can see that the majority of the sites have a low in-degree (there are 8, 989, 885 sites with in-degree of zero). It is worth mentioning that in this experiment we excluded sites that were assigned an in-degree of "−1" in the collection (i.e., unknown). There are two interesting questions to ask.
(1) Do the more "popular" blogs provide more reliable content in a way that performance (accuracy or speed) can be improved? (2) Sites with extremely high in-degree can be sometimes spam; can we improve SONEX performance by excluding such sites?
Figure 11(b) shows the performance of SONEX (INTER, unigrams, no pruning) on different subsets of the blogs based on in-degree values. The top 10% and top 20% of sites contain most of the ground truth pairs, but not all of them; to avoid low recall due to missing pairs, we removed such pairs from the ground truth of these two subsets. The results show that top 10% and top 20% achieved the lowest scores among the subsets. This bolsters the results from Figure 10 that there is a correlation between "support" of a pair and performance. Interestingly, the run on top 50% achieved only slightly lower results than the best run. This shows that the top 50% provides enough support for successfully cluster the pairs, which is useful since this subset is significantly smaller than the entire collection, and processing it is significantly faster. We also see the effect of excluding the top sites by indegree. Excluding the top 10% and top 20% does not affect the performance; however, excluding the top 50% sites hurts the performance quite a bit, which is not surprising given the results achieved by using only the top 50% subset.
Summary of Observations on INTER
We can summarize our findings on the experiments on INTER as follows.
-Clustering Method -Average link consistently outperformed single and complete link in terms of fmeasure, as shown in Figure 6 (a). -Complete link produced the fewest incorrect relationships (i.e., achieved highest precision), as shown in Table VI . -Features -The best clustering features are unigrams and the combination of unigrams+bigrams, as shown in Figure 7 . -Weighting -Using tf ·idf ·df (instead of tf ·idf alone) increased accuracy up to 12%, as shown in Figure 7 . -Pruning -Pruning terms by maximum idf and minimum df improves accuracy substantially, as shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) ; -Results -F-measure values as high as 0.9 were achieved using average link on the combination unigrams+bigrams, with τ ≈ 0.02, and tf ·idf ·df , when entity pairs are pruned by df ≥ 0.4 and idf ≤ 5, as shown in Figure 8 (b) . This is an 11% improvement over our baseline setting (tf ·idf with unigrams) as proposed by Hasegawa et al. [2004] .
RESULTS ON THE NOISY DATASET
We now report our results on NOISY, contrasting them with those on INTER, in order to highlight the challenges of extracting relations in more realistic conditions. First, we show results of an automatic evaluation of SONEX on NOISY, in which, as customary, we perform the clustering on all pairs in NOISY, but report the results on only those pairs known to be in the ground truth. Since average link clustering achieved the best results for NOISY as well, we do not report results for a single and complete link. Next, we complement this analysis with results of a manual evaluation on the pairs not in the ground truth, performed by volunteer computing science students. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the accuracy for the unigrams and unigrams+bigrams features on NOISY. The most striking observation is the substantial decrease of the results on NOISY compared to the best results on INTER. We observed a similar drop for the other feature sets as well (POS and bigrams alone). Such a decrease is, of course, expected: NOISY contains not only thousands more entity pairs than INTER, but also hundreds (if not thousands) more relations as well, making the clustering task much harder in practice. Moreover, many context vectors contain terms related to more than one relation because sometimes there is more than one relation between the entities in the pair. Given the approximate nature of text clustering, it is only to be expected that some entity pairs that are clustered together on INTER will be clustered separately on a larger set of entity pairs. In the INTER dataset this is not a problem, since the total number of relations is small, and the pair is likely to end up in a cluster representing its strongest relation. Another challenge when dealing with NOISY is that it contains, as expected, considerably more NER mistakes, thus affecting the effectiveness of our df score. While on INTER we can expect to find homogeneous relations because we manually corrected all NER-type mistakes for every entity pair, on NOISY, this is virtually hopeless. Now, all domains are inferred from the types assigned by the NER tool-as a result, all df scores decrease. For example, the df score for wife in the PER-PER domain drops from 0.97 on INTER to 0.76 on NOISY. Table VIII lists a comparison between the df scores generated using the INTER and NOISY datasets. Nevertheless, Figure 12 shows that using the minimum df pruning strategy still yields considerably better results than performing no pruning.
Comparison of Clustering Features
Manual Evaluation of Clusters
We now report on a manual evaluation of SONEX on entity pairs which are not in IN-TER (nor in the ground truth). Since manual evaluation is expensive and error-prone, we restrict this exercise to samples of the ten largest clusters (each corresponding to each of the ten largest relations in our ground truth; recall Table IV) found by SONEX. The evaluation was performed by eight volunteers. Each volunteer was given a relation name and a list of entity pairs. We report only precision, since recall is unknown, which in this case indicates the fraction of entity pairs in each sample that, in the volunteer's opinion, truly belongs to the given relation. The results shown here correspond to clusters produced using the settings that produced the best results (recall Figure 12) . Table IX shows the precision results obtained in this evaluation. Overall, 75% of the 1098 entity pairs evaluated were deemed correct by the volunteers. However, the precision of individual relations varied greatly (ranging from 0.47 for "Company Founded" to 0.94 for "City Mayor"). The "Company Founded" cluster contains many Company -CEO pairs that do not belong to the "Company Founded" relation; this yields significantly lower results than average. Since there is a large overlap between founders and CEOs in real life (e.g., CEO(Bill Gates, Microsoft) and Founder(Bill Gates, Microsoft)), a cluster containing "Company Founded" pairs would have context related to both founders and CEOs. Therefore, the CEO portion of the context attracts other pairs that belong solely to the CEO relation (e.g., CEO(Eric Schmidt, Google)). Since the HAC algorithm assigns every pair to only one cluster, it would be able to separate both relations with high precision only if every pair in the intersection of "Company Founded" and "Company CEO" is only mentioned in one of the contexts, which is unrealistic to expect. Two additional observations are worth mentioning. First, the impact of the large number of entity pairs on identifying relations defined by general terms such as "president" was significant. (Further evidence of this issue is given in the "Athlete Representing" cluster in Table X , explained in the next section.) Second, the fraction of entity pairs where at least one entity is assigned an incorrect type from the NER tool is disproportionately higher for domains involving type LOC 11 (4th column in Table IX ). The majority of the mistakes are LOC entities labeled MISC.
Summary of Observations on NOISY
The following general observations can be made from our analysis.
-Clustering Method -As with INTER, the best clustering method was the average link. -Features -As with INTER, the best clustering features were unigrams and unigrams+bigrams. -Weighting -The df score improved the results, despite the high number of incorrect domains due to NER mistakes, as shown in Table VIII . -Pruning -Pruning terms by maximum idf and minimum df improves accuracy substantially, as shown in Figures 12(a) and 12(b). -Results -F-measure values as high as 0.79 were achieved using average link on the combination unigrams+bigrams, using pruning by df and idf , as shown in Figure 12 . -The incorrect type identification by the NER tool is disproportionately higher for locations, as shown in Table IX ; -Manual Evaluation of Clusters -Precision levels around 75% on average and as high as 94% were achieved, as shown in Table IX .
It is worth mentioning that SONEX significantly improved over our baseline settings (tf ·idf with unigrams) on both INTER and NOISY.
EVALUATION OF RELATION NAMES
This experiment aims at evaluating the quality of the labels assigned to the clusters by SONEX. As discussed in Section 4.2, we use two methods for extracting labels from the contexts of the pairs in the resulting clusters: using the centroid term, as in the state-of-the-art, and a variant that smoothes out term weights to avoid outliers, which we call SDEV. Both the Centroid and SDEV methods select one stemmed term from the context of one or more entity pairs in the cluster, and, as such, do not always produce a meaningful label. As an illustration, Table X shows the top-3 stemmed terms and their mean weights within a cluster for the four biggest relations on NOISY, across all feature sets we considered. We obtain a more readable (unstemmed) label for each cluster based on the frequency of original terms corresponding to a given stem. For example, in our experiments, "capit" becomes "capital" since this is the most frequent term among all terms that stem to "capit".
Further Evidence of the Difficulty of Extracting General
Relations. In passing, we point to Table X to return to the difficulty of automatically extracting the "Athlete Representing" relation, connecting athletes and their countries, 12 whose main relational term is "represent". Because there are many different relations expressed through the verb "represent" besides being an Olympic athlete (e.g., as an elected official), entity pairs from this relation end up clustered within these other relations and vice-versa. Evidence of this is the fact that, among the top-3 terms for this cluster, we can find terms indicating political representation ("congressman" and "ambassador") as well as other very generic terms ("met with").
Evaluation Method
There is still no standard evaluation methodology for cluster labeling, and there are no standard benchmarks to compare alternative labeling methods [Carmel et al. 2009 ]. To evaluate an extracted label, we resort to the semantic relatedness of the unstemmed term with the relation name corresponding to the relevant cluster in our ground truth. Semantic relatedness methods are widely used in text mining tasks [Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2007] ; we used Omiotis, 13 a system for measuring the relatedness between words, based on WordNet 14 [Tsatsaronis et al. 2010] . Omiotis reports relatedness in a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicates very weak relatedness and 5 indicates very strong relatedness. In addition, for comparison we repeated a similar evaluation conducted manually and using the same relatedness scale. This manual assessment was done by four computing science students who did not participate in the previous evaluation.
Table XI presents the average relatedness levels for the Centroid and SDEV methods on the INTER dataset, while Table XII shows results for the clusters produced from the NOISY dataset, after removing entity pairs that are not in the intersection. Consistent with the clustering results, the INTER labels are more accurate than the ones obtained on NOISY. Also, on average, Centroid outperforms SDEV on all evaluations. Overall, the relatedness scores reported by Omiotis are very close to the manually assigned ones, with minor differences ranging from 0.14 to 0.33 on average. No labels show high discrepancy between the Omiotis and manual assessment. The only relation with consistent assessment of low score on NOISY is "Athlete Representing". From our observations we learn that this relation is not often mentioned explicitly in the text, which makes it hard to identify using our approach that only looks for clues in text between two entities. Varied results between relations is very common in previous works as well, with systems that use tf ·idf only for weighting [Hasegawa et al. 2004 ].
13 http://omiotis.hua.gr. 14 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/. Table XIII shows the degree of agreement among the annotators using the Kappa statistical measure [Fleiss et al. 2003 ]. The degree of agreement ranges from 50% to 62%, which is significantly better than the degree of agreement by chance. However, these results demonstrate the challenge of finding labels that satisfy different users. We do not have any instance where none of the annotators agree on, and also no high discrepancy among annotators (e.g., scores 1 and 5 for the same label). Most disagreements differ by a single score. The "Kappa" column only considers exact matches between annotators. On the other hand, the "Weighted Kappa" column considers the difference between scores (e.g., 4 is closer than 3 when compared with 5).
Example Relation Names. Table XIV shows the highest ranked relation names extracted by SONEX on both INTER and NOISY for the ten largest clusters.
COMPARISON TO REVERB
In the previous sections, we presented an extensive evaluation of SONEX and how it extends the work of Hasegawa et al [2004] for extracting relations from the blogosphere. In this section, we perform a comparative experiment between our system and ReVerb, a state-of-the-art system [Fader et al. 2011] . We use the implementation distributed by the authors.
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One of the challenges of evaluating systems like SONEX and ReVerb is that their outcomes are not the same. ReVerb recognizes relationships at sentence level. For example, ReVerb would extract the relation "is opponent of " from the sentence "Obama is opponent of McCain". Each of these sentence-level extractions is often evaluated as correct or incorrect by human judges. On the other hand, SONEX extracts relations at corpus level. In order to compare both systems at the same level, we convert ReVerb's extractions into corpus-level ones by applying a simple aggregation method proposed by TextRunner [Banko et al. 2007 ]. All pairs of entities connected through a specific relation (e.g., "is opponent of ") in at least a sentence are grouped together into one cluster. Observe that this process may produce overlapping clusters, that is, two clusters may share entity pairs.
The evaluation measures used in the previous sections cannot be used to evaluate overlapping clustering. Therefore, we adopt the following measures for this experiment: purity and inverse purity [Amigó et al. 2009 ]. These measures rely on the precision and recall of a cluster C i given a relation R j :
Purity is computed by taking the weighted average of maximal precision values:
where M is the number of clusters. On the other hand, inverse purity focuses on the cluster with maximum recall for each relation:
where N is the number of relations. A high purity value means that the clusters produced contain very few undesired entity pairs in each cluster. Moreover, a high inverse purity value means that most entity pairs in a relation can be found in a single cluster. The INTER dataset was used in this experiment. We provide both SONEX and ReVerb with the same sentences and entities. We configured SONEX with the best setting we found in previous experiments: average link with threshold 0.02, the unigrams+bigrams feature set, the tf ·idf ·df weighting scheme and pruning on idf and df . Table XV presents the results for SONEX and ReVerb. Observe that both systems achieved very high purity levels, while SONEX shows a large lead in inverse purity. The low inverse purity value for ReVerb is due to its tendency to scatter entity pairs of a relation into small clusters. For example, ReVerb produced clusters such as "is acquired by," "has been bought by," "was purchased by," and "was acquired by," all containing 15 http://reverb.cs.washingtonx.edu/. small subsets of the relation "Acquired by". This phenomenon can be explained by ReVerb's reliance on sentence-level extractions and the variety of ways a relation can be expressed in English. These results show the importance of relation extraction methods that work beyond sentence boundaries, such as SONEX.
APPLYING OIE ON THE BLOGOSPHERE
Finally, we highlight the main issues we encountered in extracting relations from the blogosphere and how we address them.
(1) Duplicate content that skewed the true distribution of terms. Figure 13 shows that duplicates indeed hurt performance on both INTER and NOISY; hence, we eliminated duplicates. The problem with duplicates is that they affect the weights assigned to features. The more times a feature appears in a context of a pair, the greater effect it has (the term frequency part). But what we really want to know is the term frequency of the features in different occurrences of the pair (such as different blog posts) rather than counting the same occurrence (same source) multiple times just because the text was duplicated. This also affects the domain frequency and idf weights. (2) Misspellings and noise in general. We used a filtering on the idf score to get rid of noisy terms (e.g., "ubiquitious" and "hmmm" in Table III ) (3) The performance of the NER tool was shown to be lower for blog posts than for news articles (see [Ratinov and Roth 2009] ). The filtering based on domain frequency helped us to get rid of many misclassified or wrong entities (i.e., wrong boundary). For example, the NER created the pair Ted Mcginley[PER] -Children[ORG] from the sentence "Ted Mcginley from Married with Children". Since both the entity type and boundary are wrong, it is better to exclude this pair. The only feature we extracted for this pair is "married". Since the domain frequency for "married" in the domain PER-ORG is extremely small, this feature was filtered and consequently the pair was filtered for having no features. Overall, we filtered 3336 pairs (approximately 11% of the NOISY dataset) using the filtering on idf and df in the experiments with the NOISY dataset.
These are all blog related, although not unique only to blogs, and are relevant to the web at large.
CONCLUSION
We presented an OIE system for extracting information networks from the blogosphere that works by identifying named entities from the text, clustering the sentences that connect those entities, and extracting prominent terms from the clusters to use as labels. We introduced the domain frequency (df ) score, a new term-weighting score designed for identifying relational terms within different domains, and showed that it substantially increases the accuracy of our system in every test we performed. We believe that df can be utilized in various applications, with the advantage that in practice, for many such applications, the list of terms and scores can be used off-theshelf with no further effort. Also, the df score computation is based on probability (we do not consider the NER to be part of it), and, as such, it can be utilized in other languages with a similar structure to English.
We reported the first results on large-scale experiments with clustering-based OIE systems on social media text, studying the effect of several parameters for such an approach. We also discussed an automatic way of obtaining high-quality test data from an online curated database. Finally, our experimental evaluation showed textual clustering techniques to be a viable option for building an OIE system for the blogosphere. More importantly, our results shed some light on the accuracy of state-the-art extraction tools in this setting, as well as on ways of tuning such systems for higher accuracy.
Given the results obtained in our experiments, there are a few observations we would like to make. First, the HAC method is not capable of extracting more than one relation for a pair, which makes it a poor choice for some pairs. Therefore, we plan to study clustering algorithms that are able to assign an entity pair to multiple clusters. Second, we see that the performance of a relation extraction system is dependent, among others, on the relation sought. To learn the capabilities and shortcomings of a system, an evaluation set needs to include hundreds of different relations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such resource available. Using the same Freebase method we presented here, we plan to construct a significantly larger evaluation set than any of the existing ones. This would help to overcome the problem of lack of a benchmark for extracting relations from the blogosphere.
Recently, external resources have been successfully utilized to enhance document and cluster labeling [Carmel et al. 2009; Syed et al. 2008] . The main idea is to use the cluster's important terms to find relevant pages in a knowledge base (e.g., Wikipedia), and then extract candidate labels from those pages. This approach has the potential to enrich the labels currently produced by SONEX; we plan further experiment it in the future.
We encourage the reader to visit our website and explore the data and results further.
